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Introductions



Background

- 2015 – begin developing two MOOC about Disability 
and a Good Life

- Driven by democratic potential – people with 
disabilities often excluded from education: Could a 
MOOC overcome this?

- Aims: 1) Awareness raising 2) Inclusion and Access

- Developed 2 MOOCs which ran in 2016, 2017

- 2016 we adapted these MOOCs into an undergraduate 
course



Critical Disability Studies

- Emerges alongside political movement

- Interdisciplinary

- Disability as human diversity

- How social, cultural and political understandings of 
disability help think through taken for granted ideas 
about body, mind and what it means to be human



Co-design (C)

Nothing about us, without us’ (Charlton, 1998)



C: Advisory Group



- 5 academics (all non-teaching, from different schools/faculties/centres)
- Educational Developers (3 over the course of the project)
- 20 expert interviewees (academics and activists)
- 6 Advisory Group members
- 5 Guest Presenters (with another 3 withdrawing)
- 3  video production crews
- 1 learner guide
- 5 support workers 
- marketing, admin, finance, senior management, MOOC steering committee, 
deans/heads of school, FutureLearn and Coursera partnership managers
- and a partridge in a pear tree

C: Embracing a complex team



C: Learner Guide



C: Implementing



The disabled body in higher 
education 

‘The disabled body in the educational space becomes a 
form of education in and of itself. Disability figures 
(quite literally) in higher education spaces as 
different, as complex and as a particular kind of 
critical challenge’

(Ben-Moshe, Cory, Feldbaum, & Sagendorf, 2015; Garland-Thomson, 

2005; Kumari Campbell, 2009; Michalko, 2002; Titchkosky, 2011, 
2012).



Universal Design for Learning (UDL)

- Universal Design – environments designed meet 
everyone’s needs – no retrofitting

- UDL:

1) Multiple Means of Representation

2) Multiple Means of Expression 

3) Multiple Means of engagement

- Just good pedagogy? 



UDL: Clarity and flexibility



UDL: Self-paced, self-directed, 
personalised, differentiated





UDL: multi-model resources



UDL: practice-based learning and 
feedback online 



UDL: Reflecting on learning



UDL: Academic resources

- Academic resources are differentiated in each week: 
autobiography; simple; intermediate; advanced

- Learners build a brief summary of each reading over 
the course

- Glossary with core vocabulary – interactive so that 
learners add to definitions and add links



Relevance beyond teaching critical 
disability studies

- We had to commit to best practice because of the 
topic but so should everyone – space for co-design 
with people with disabilities in all courses

- UDL principles are underpinned by good pedagogy but 
also keep focus on access for diverse groups – useful 
lens


